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Special Announcements
1. I am launching a new product soon. And for a limited time will
allow customers to get it first for free. Check it out and join the
prelaunch notification list:

http://4xwealthbuilders.com/
2. I do freelance Web Design and Marketing. If I can help you with
your marketing strategy, salespages, wordpress, graphics, videos, etc
reach out to me here:

http://Skip3.com

Any questions, just email me at jeff@skip3.com
Thanks!

Introduction
Welcome to Salespage Conversions. Thank you for picking up this
valuable report. I know that it will help you turn visitors into sales.
In this report you will learn simple but powerful methods to
enhance your salespages with proven techniques to increase
your visitor conversion rates and sales ROI. Often I will just
say 'salespage,' but these techniques can also be applied to
whole websites, blog posts, and even social media posts.
After learning these techniques you will be able to improve
your overall sales and conversion rates for all your digital
marketing efforts by turning more visitors into real buyers.
Basically, this report will help you be a better online marketer,
equipped with new skills you can implement over and over again. I
believe this can be one of the key moments in your marketing career
which catapults you into greater success. Once you learn a few
techniques, it will feel like magic pulling in more profits from your
websites.
Also, I will cut out much of the fluff I've seen in other reports,
especially in regards to copywriting, and just give you the technique
with an example method. This way you can 'get the point' faster. Some
marketing 'gurus' pad their methods with a bunch of extra info to try
and convince you how smart they are. I won't do that. Here's the deal:
I'll just give it to you. I know these methods work. But, I admit that I
didn't see or agree with some of these insights earlier in my career.
And that's ok. Just be open-minded, and try to accept any new
information because I promise it does work, and I don't want you to
miss it. Just keep it simple and follow the formula. But if you still have
any questions or wish to discuss further, I'm happy to respond at
jeff@skip3.com So, you don't have to figure it all out on your own.

Foundation
Please don't skip this part. For some it's basic stuff, but for
others you may need to make some changes in your thinking
at a foundational level. If you don't, then the methods I show
you won't work as well, and you'll be frustrated. So it's vital
you understand a few basic principles first.
As I alluded to, early in my career, I was failing to understand some
foundational principles. I thought I knew what to do. I thought my
marketing was great. But I was frustrated with my results. So obviously
something wasn't working. But I just wasn't seeing what it was. Then,
over a period of a few years, I began to change my mindset and accept
some timeless principles about people and why people buy.
People are people. Over history, people have not changed much.
Technology has changed, but people haven't. We are still creatures of
habit. We are driven by our instincts. We want to be loved and find
love. We avoid pain. We want to have food, shelter, clothing, and the
stuff money can buy. We want to experience freedom of choices. We
want to relate to others, and be esteemed by others.
Most buying decisions relate to people's instincts. People
love to buy when they find a solution to an instinctual need.
If you try to convince people with logic, even rationale, you're
making it harder on yourself. If you appeal to their instincts,
and their emotions, you will have a much easier time making
sales. In this report, we will skip the psychological reasons
why and just accept that urges + solutions = sales.
Also, you don't have to convince people to like you to make sales. They
just need to trust you. By trust, I mean that they just need to believe
that you have the answer to their problem, and all they need to do is
put in their credit card to get it. Don't imagine it's more than that.

They have an urge. You trigger that urge (or instinctual need). You put
the exact solution in front of them to meet that need. And tell them to
pay for it. Then they will have the solution and feel so much better.
So spell this out. Describe their urge. The pain they feel. The
frustration they have. Then offer them the solution for sale.
Tell them how good they will feel once they buy it from you.
Every successful online salespage contains essentially this:

4 Essential Buying Elements
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describes the urges, pain, bad feelings and frustrations
Offers the exact solution to make the bad feelings go away
Puts an easy payment option in front of them
Describes the good feelings they will soon get

That's it. Yes, you can offer colorful details to paint the picture in their
minds even better. Yes, you can offer testimonials to increase their
trust level, and help remove doubt. Yes, you can use technology to
capture contact info, put them in a funnel, and put the offer back in
front of them again and again. But before you should even worry about
fine-tuning or enhancing your marketing methods, you've got to have
the fundamental elements present and clearly communicated to your
visitors. If not, then like me early in my career, your salespage is
incomplete, even disfunctional. It just won't work to well, or as well as
it could.
Many problem areas on a salespage can be fixed right there with the
above 4 essential buying elements. You might even take a look at one
of your project's now. Just glance over it again, and see if you are
clearly communicating the 4 essential buying elements. If not, then fix
it. And as you continuing reading, you will know exactly how to fix it.
And if the 4 essential buying elements are there, then great. You'll

learn how to enhance and increase the effectiveness of the elements to
make even more sales by adding the techniques below.
Key Points
I hope you're beginning to see that you don't need some long 24 point
copywriting checklist in order to put together an effective salespage.
I've seen copywrite gurus with over a 100 pages describing in detail the
dozens of elements they say you must have in order for your
copywriting to convert. Sorry, that's just bunk. If that were true, then
why are some short or ugly salespages effective then? Yes, there may
be other factors present like name recognition, emailing a big list, etc.
But from practical experience, having looked at thousands of
salespages over the years, I know you just don't need all that. And the
main point here is that if simple works, then do simple. Especially
when you're putting up your first draft of the salespage and hitting it
with some traffic for the first time. Resist the urge to put every detailed
element on the page. You will waste time, and unnecessarily spend
resources and energy trying to perfect a project before you even know if
it converts in principle. You must know that it converts in principle
first, before you worry with details.
How many times have you delayed launching a product because you
didn't think it was finished yet? When you have too many 'necessary'
elements required, it takes a lot longer to actually get an offer live and
selling. It's best to just focus on the 4 essential buying elements first.
Get that done, and then launch your offer. Once it's live, then you can
measure results, and make your improvements. Plus, you may get some
really valuable feedback from those early customers, or even
complaints, which may help you so much because it reveals something
lacking which you were totally not seeing. Launching early, with less
elements, improves your efficiency. And helps you refine your
salespage faster than if you spent the time and money trying to figure it
all out before hand by yourself.

Plus, this is how many big companies around the world launch today.
It's called alpha or beta or prelaunch. Why do you think they do this?
Because it's more efficient. It's faster and easier. Why should your
salespage have to be any different? Just think of it as version 1.0 It's
basically launching a WSO before you move the product to clickbank.
It's letting the public help write the salescopy for you with their input
and feedback. It helps you zero in or target the right 'trigger' or 'hot
button' with your visitors. And we'll go into this more below. But for
now, do the 4 essential buying elements; and, with a little creativity,
you can do this with most small business sites, blogs, and online
product offers.
First Impressions
We have all heard many times that first impressions matter. It is hard,
however, to objectively evaluate the first impression that our own 'pet
project' salespage has on visitors. It's like our appearance, body
language, or social graces. It's sometimes hard to know the affect we
are having on people, and even harder to hear that it's negative or
undesirable. It sometimes hurts our ego, feelings and self-esteem. It's
ok to admit that receiving negative feedback is not easy. It's not easy,
but it's important in order to grow and get better.
It's the same with marketing. It's easy to take our project personally.
But we can't if we want to improve it. So take negative feedback as
useful information you can use to fix the problem and get some sales.
The simplest example of negative feedback is no activity at all. We
work hard. We put up our salespage. We send some traffic.
And......nothing. Nothing happens. No sales. No comments. Just
silence. This silence or lack of activity is, in fact, very helpful feedback.
It means no one cares. No one's emotions were triggered. No one
connected with your message. You didn't get sales, because you didn't
clearly communicate the 4 essential buying elements. Period. Don't
take it personally. Now you know. Lack of activity is almost always a
breakdown in one or more of the 4 essential buying elements.

Here's the easiest way to fix 'getting no sales.' Think about the 4
essential buying elements as your salespages' first impression to your
visitor. Here's an example, when you go to a job interview, there are a
few basic things you do to create a positive first impression. 1. Dress
professionally 2. Be groomed, clean and pretty 3. Smile 4. Give a
firm handshake, etc. It's often reported that employers formulate their
first impression of a candidate in about 8 seconds. Wow, that's not
much time right?! Well it may be even less online.
You've only got a matter of seconds to capture a visitor's
attention, create the mood for their visit, invite them into the
buying decision process, and hopefully get the response you
want before they jet out.
Find Your Template
A lot of people stress about writing copy. But we're going to make it
easy. Now that you know the 4 essential buying elements, keep them
in mind when you begin to write. And I'm going to show you the short
cut to writing and designing your salespage.
Just copy a great marketer in your niche. Use their salespage as your
template. You don't need to reinvent the wheel. You don't need to be
the most original thing people have ever seen. You don't need the
most impressive looking design either. Some of the most creative and
artistically designed salespages don't necessarily convert well. You
want to convert well. Don't copy the prettiest or longest. Copy the one
that gets lots of sales. Don't let your own copy and design element
ideas get in the way. Simplify your work by using someone else's
template.
First, google your keywords. Search for other marketers in your niche.
We often do competition analysis for SEO. Why don't we do this for
copy and design too? Well you should. It's rare that a niche is so new

or specialized that there isn't already someone else marketing a similar
product or service. It usually takes only a few minutes to find another
salespage which is well done and worthy for you to copy.
Now, when I say copy, I don't mean word-for-word. Many salespages
are copyrighted. Plus, if you copy exactly Google won't like it; and you
may want some organic search traffic too. So don't plagiarize. When
you find a great salespage, just use it as inspiration for your page.
Marketing gets a whole lot easier when you just copy another great
marketer. So take their headlines, copy, colors and design elements
and rewrite them. Use similar colors, fonts, pictures, etc and you'll have
most of your work done for you. It's kinda like painting by numbers.
The template is already there. You just need to paint in the lines, or fill
in the blanks. If you want, open a new word doc and literally rewrite
their headlines and copy as you scroll down their page. And it's a good
idea at this point, to write down the exact colors they use, the fonts
they use, and how many bullet points they have, so you don't forget. If
you don't know the font or exact color, web browsers allow you to right
click and view the source code on most websites. You can even install
a browser addon like ColorZilla which allows you to pinpoint the exact
hexadecimal color.
If this is not obvious to you, and you need help determining fonts and
precise colors, or even what wordpress plugins they used, just post the
link to the site on the Warrior Forum, or similar discussion groups
online and ask people. They will look at the site and probably just tell
you. Get the codes and paste them in your site. If you know html and
css this is easy. Or, if you use wordpress, it's still easy too. More and
more salespages today are wordpress and use easily found templates or
drag-n-drop plugins like Visual Composer. Most of the time, you can
figure this out, and even buy the exact theme and plugins they used for
your site. If this is too challenging for you, then hire a wordpress
designer and they should be able to do this for you. There's no

copyright on fonts, tags and colors; so it's an easy short cut to speed up
your salespage design process faster.
Now that you've found one or more successful competitor salespages,
it's important to ask why it's so good?
Inspiration Questions
Why is the headline good?
Do they use a salesvideo? If so why?
What do you like about the sub headlines and bullet points?
Is the copy minimalistic, detailed or described in story form?
As you think about your competitor's site, it will help you focus on it's
strengths and better understand why it converts.
If you depart significantly from their template and it's already
proven look and feel, you often reduce effectiveness, blur your
message, and risk loosing sales. This is key: If you want
sales, copy the guy who is getting sales. So analyzing their
salespage is critical if you want to emulate it well and
maximize your results.
Even if you're already a decent marketer, it's silly to do this all on your
own. Let a competitor do some of the work for you. Even I do this for
my web design clients. The first thing I ask them is to show me a
competitor site they like and tell me why. Not only does it make my job
easier, it also helps set their expectations and define what they really
want. Most people don't know what they actually want. And even
marketers like us often don't know what we want. So don't skip this
step, thinking you have it all in your head. Because you probably don't.
And you might forget it. So write this all down. This is your template.

Let's Start Writing
Here are 7 magic questions to answer when you begin to write copy.
Don't just think about the answers. Write them down. These answers
will be the start of your salescopy.

7 Magic Questions that Write Salescopy for You
1. How does my product/service help people?
2. What is the problem people want to solve?
3. How do people feel when they have this problem?
4. How do people feel when they solve this problem?
5. What do people typically do when they are suffering from this
problem?
6. What are people's daily lives like when they are living with this
problem?
7. What advice (conventional thinking) would friends or family give
them regarding this problem?
Your salespage must clearly communicate the solution to
people's problem. If you answer these 7 magic questions
honestly and in detail, then it's very likely you have just
written out the 'meat' or primary elements of your salescopy.
Here's an example in the health niche:
Let's say you want to sell essential oils. And obviously, you've got to
know your product and your audience. But it's not important to tell
them everything about their lives and everything about your product.
They mostly don't care. They only care if you can help them. So adding
more information is not always helpful. Do that on blog posts or an
FAQ page. Your salespage just needs to convey enough information to
reassure visitors this product is the quickest solution to solve their
problem. They do care about that. So you tell your visitor that using
these essential oils will make them feel great and make their problems

go away. Sounds cheesy just to say it this way, but this technique
works. You must communicate quickly that essential oils will satisfy
their instinctive need to feel better. And you are just helping your
visitors to imagine how good they will feel when they get the essential
oils from you.
Essential oils is in the health niche. So you tell people to avoid pain by
purchasing your product. Yes, some oils could be in the beauty niche.
And in that case you tell people how attractive they will be when they
purchase your product. Got it? But in our example, we'll just do health.
So let's answer the 7 magic questions and start writing your salescopy.
Q: How does my product/service help people?
A: Essential oils naturally take away pain without side effects, using
safe and powerful natural remedies helping the body heal itself.
Q: What is the problem people want to solve?
A: People want a way to get rid of indigestion, pain, skin rashes etc
without using pharmaceuticals.
Q: How do people feel when they have this problem?
A: People free depressed when they're in pain all the time. They feel
irritated, even mad. They're frustrated and sometimes angry they can't
get relief. They feel embarrassed in public about having to leave, go to
the bathroom frequently, or not being able to participate in activities.
Q: How do people feel when they solve this problem?
A: They feel so happy to find pain relief. They feel lighter, have a
better mood or sense of humor, and are often more fun to be around.
They have more energy and motivation to do things like work, leisure
activities, and spending time with friends and family.
Q: What do people typically do when they are suffering from this
problem?

A: They go to the store to buy pain meds. They make appointments
with the Doctor. They may drink more alcohol or overeat. They get
frustrated or even mad at people. Or they avoid people. They miss
work. They loose sleep. They take out their problems on others.
Q: What are people's daily lives like when they are living with this
problem?
A: Each day seems to get worse because the ceaseless pain, discomfort
or aggravation compounds. And combined with lack of sleep, they
become easily tired, have trouble concentrating, and make mistakes
more often. They may even hate interacting with bosses, get in fights
with their spouse, kids, or coworkers.
Q: What advice (conventional thinking) would friends or family give
them regarding this problem?
A: People may wonder what's going on? Maybe even make fun of
them. Tell them to just go to the Doctor and get on medication. Or to
try experimental or household remedies which probably don't work.
Often you can just take the answer to your first question and turn that
into your headline. For example, "TAKE AWAY PAIN NATURALLY,
WITHOUT ANY SIDE EFFECTS"
And add a sub headline: "The easiest way to remove pain and ailments
as nature intended!"
So the top of your salespage may look like this:

TAKE AWAY PAIN NATURALLY, WITHOUT ANY SIDE EFFECTS
The easiest way to remove pain and ailments as nature intended!
Then turn the rest of your answers into bullets points:
- Get rid of indigestion, pain, skin rashes and more, without
using pharmaceuticals

-The safest and most powerful natural remedies found in
nature
-End depression and nagging pain
-Regain youth, vitality and energy
-Increase motivation and focus
-Have more energy to spend with friends and family
-Feel great again. And get your freedom back!
-Avoid time consuming trips to the doctor for band-aid
medications
-Prevent surgeries and expensive medical procedures
People love lists and bullet points. The human eye reads this easier
than a typed out paragraph. If you have a specific order, then use
numbers, 1, 2, 3 etc. Don't use letters in the alphabet, i.e. A, B,C. Or, if
there's no particular order to your points, then use bullet points or
checkmarks. Maybe a hyphen symbol or plus sign is ok too. You don't
have to use a period as the end or each bullet point, or even make your
points complete sentences. Just make sure the first bullet point is a
good eye-catching one.
Here's another example, this time in the Make Money Online niche.
The instinctive trigger you want to push is their fear of poverty. Some
might say greed, but actually fear is a more powerful motivator than
greed. So we use fear of poverty to get an emotional response with the
visitor. Once an emotional response is triggered, it's much easier for
them to take action, i.e. convert into a buyer.

Now, let's answer the 7 magic questions again.
Q: How does my product/service help people?
A: It shows them how to make extra money.
Q: What is the problem people want to solve?
A: They need to pay their bills, avoid bankruptcy, get out of debt, have
money for savings, vacations, investing, and retirement.
Q: How do people feel when they have this problem?
A: People feel very stressed. Sometimes they panic, even on the verge
of a breakdown. They may contemplate stealing or illegal activity.
They feel helpless and trapped. They hate their situation. And may
hate anyone who they think caused or contributes to their situation.
They feel like they're down in a pit which they can't escape from. They
may even feel suicidal. They are desperate for a way out. They are
under a deadline, and are looking for an immediate solution.
Q: How do people feel when they solve this problem?
A: They feel super happy, even ecstatic or euphoric. They feel free, like
they've escaped the hangman's rope. They may want to celebrate with
friends and family. They may want to buy something to reward
themselves or to show off to others.
Q: What do people typically do when they are suffering from this
problem?
A: They may look for another job, a second job, or extra part-time work.
They may try to borrow money. They may resort to using high-interest
credit cards or worst even higher interest payday loans. They may try to
sell cars, houses, or personal property for cash. They may spend hours
searching the internet for ideas.
Q: What are people's daily lives like when they are living with this
problem?

A: Each day seems to get worse as the money dwindles away, and the
debt deadlines loom closer. They stress eat. Make stupid decisions.
They may take pain killers or drink too much. They may develop
stomach problems or ulcers due to stress. They loose sleep and
become easily tired, have trouble concentrating, and make mistakes
more often. They become more irritable, and may get in fights with
their spouse, kids, boss and coworkers.
Q: What advice (conventional thinking) would friends or family give
them regarding this problem?
A: Most people tell them to get a job. Or get another job. But this may
not be an option, and so frustrates them even more to hear this bad
advice. They may be solicited by people selling MLMs or worst illegal
money schemes by scammers.
Now let's write the copy.
Headline (look at the answer to the first question):
Make Extra Money Fast!
Sub healine: Need to pay bills, avoid bankruptcy, get out of debt, have
money for savings, vacations, investing, and retirement?
So the top of your salespage may look like this:

MAKE EXTRA MONEY FAST!
Need to pay bills, avoid bankruptcy, get out of debt, have money for
savings, vacations, investing, and retirement?
Bullet points:
-Get rid of financial stress
-Avoid bankruptcy

-Pay your bills
-Get out of debt
-Pay off the credit cards
-Get your freedom back
-Take a vacation
-Get the income you deserve
-Reward yourself
-Build up savings for retirement
-Help your kids afford college
-Avoid stress eating or drinking
-Avoid a mental breakdown
-You don't have to get another job
-You don't have to push multi-level on friends and family
-Earn the respect you deserve
-Provide for yourself and your family
And there's probably more points we could come up with too, but this
list is a great set of emotional triggers. Just imagine for a moment
being in this situation. Does this list cause anxiety? Yes. How about
fear? Most definitely. And we never even used the word fear. It's

implied. But subconsciously people understand they are afraid of this
situation and hate the bad feelings they get from it. Once you answer
the 7 magic questions, you've got a powerful emotional trigger. Most
of the work is done for you. Now you put up the buy button, and
describe the good feelings they'll have once they buy.
Popular niches:
Here are a few examples of the instinctual buttons (emotional triggers)
you want to push with your salespage copy in various niches.
Health: Avoid pain. Product/solution makes pain/discomfort go away,
and helps you feel great.
Weight loss: Loose weight. Product/solution makes fat go away, and
helps you look thinner and/or sexy.
Make Money Online: Avoid poverty. Product/solution helps you make
quick easy money so you can buy comforts for yourself and your family.
Software/Technology: Avoid frustration. Product/solution gives you
more results, productivity and money, while at the same time reducing
stress, frustration, and work.
Beauty: Avoid aging. Product/solution helps you look younger, more
beautiful and sexy.
Dating/Relationships: Avoid loneliness. Product/solution helps you
find love and fulfillment.
Almost any niche works the same way. Answer the 7 magic questions
and easily write your salescopy. Find your primary emotional trigger.
Often fear, but fear of what? Describe specifically what they're afraid
of. Paint that picture with your headlines and bullet points. Offer the

product/service as the solution. List more bullet points about the good
feelings they could have instead. Present the buy button.
Notice, you always present the bad feelings first. People
remember bad feelings longer. Bad feelings trigger action
better. Then, like any good movie or story, you offer the
happy ending. The good feelings are usually just opposites of
the bad feelings. So spell them out. This offers a resolution
and makes them feel good.

Let's review the Magic Copywriting Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Contains the 4 essential buying elements
Find a model competitor template for inspiration
Answers the 7 magic questions
Identifies the emotional triggers
Paints vivid picture of bad feelings
Offers product/service solution
Paints vivid picture of good feelings
Offers easy payment method (buy button)

It really is this simple. This method works for almost every situation.
You understand the 4 essential buying elements, you find a competitor
template, you answer the 7 magic questions, you find your emotional
triggers, paint the picture of the bad feelings, offer your product/service
as the solution, paint the picture of the good feelings, present the buy
button.
Can you vary this? Sure, and a lot of salespages do. But before you
worry about that, realize this is an easy model to use. It's a great
starting point to get your copy up. And, it works. So even if you never
add to it or refine it later, it will probably be enough to do the job just
like it is. Because it's an almost perfect simplified method for writing
copy that converts visitors into buyers like magic.

Now, of course, you know it's not really magic. But once you know the
methodology and how to apply it to almost any niche for any salespage,
it feels like magic because it's so easy to do, and to get results. You
don't have to stress about copy anymore. You have a simple way to
write copy every time.
Salespage Elements
Now that you know the magic copywriting method. Let's talk layout
and design for your salespage. Copy is key, but it's not enough by itself.
All the elements work together to create the look and feel you want to
more easily convert buyers into sellers. Most people make this part
hard too. Or think they have to be a 'design guy' to make this happen.
You don't. And it doesn't have to be hard. Again, we'll keep it simple,
and make it a lot easier. It's not rocket science, and it's not luck. Well
maybe a little Irish luck :)

There are 4 essential design elements you must have on your
salespage.

4 Essential Design Elements
1.
2.
3.
4.

Colors
Copy
Fonts
Graphics

And we'll discuss each one. And before you say we forgot videos, no I
just include those under 'graphics.' This way we can use the four leaf
clover and not a pentagram :)
It's the combination of these 4 essential elements which
creates the magic. You can't have two or three and be missing
all four. You need all four, and they need to look good, and
create the feel you want, to get the results you want.
Fonts and Colors
Fonts and colors are like fashion. They change like styles with the
wind. One year ladies' dresses are polka dot, and the next they're floral.
One year men's ties are paisley, and the next they're stripes. So what.
No big deal. Just go with the trend. Because the trend is your friend.
Make it easier on yourself by choosing the fonts and colors which are
popular now. This will help you convert. People like what's trendy and
popular, and it will help you appear to be more relevant because you
obviously know what's working now. So don't get attached to your own
personal style favorites. Do what's working now. And just because I'm
telling you to be trendy doesn't mean you need to be avant garde or so
new and cutting-edge that it looks bizarre or uncomfortable. You don't
want to look too different. Be in step with the times. Your goal is to
look cool, but keep it reasonable. It's safer to be trendy, but not edgy.
Stay comfortably within the flow of current design trends. Because
again, the trend is your friend. And the trend will help you convert.
Many of the most successful salespages are trendy. You might have
already found the perfect competitor template to copy for both
salescopy and design. But it's ok to find two competitor templates, one
with great copy and the other with great design. Many older salespages
still have great copy that's still relevant today. Just combine that with a
newer designed salespage that's fresher looking.

First, understand that just like certain words trigger certain emotions,
certain colors and fonts trigger certain responses. Fonts and colors help
you create the emotional mood you want for your salespage. And
colors are, by far, the most important element.
Color

Up to 90% of people's judgments about a
product are based upon color alone!*
(*This stat is taking from a scientific study conducted at the University of Winnipeg in
Canada and published in the Journal of Management History
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/abs/10.1108/00251740610673332)

90%, wow! Color is super important. Large companies spend big bucks
just trying to come up with a winning set of colors. And often the
companies which are the biggest and best in their niche got the better
primary colors early. For example, you may have heard of "Exciting Red
and Competent Blue." These are the two most important primary colors
in product branding. So companies try to be first to brand with red and
blue. Even though it's not people's first favorite, and a bit of a
dangerous color, red is often used in product branding because it is the
most easily recognizable color. It is the first color we recognize as new
born babies. So, it's the most instinctual color. It gets our attention.
Outside of black, blue is the safest color to brand with. Most people
associate blue with trust. People buy from people they trust. Blue
helps set the tone for trust on your salespage. And blue is the favorite
color of both men and women by far. So you connect with the
maximum number of people with blue.

So perhaps it's more accurate to say 'attention red and favorite blue.'
Ok, fine. The point is they're the most popular colors for branding
because big companies already spent the time to do the field research
and figured this out for us. Think about the two biggest toothpaste
companies. One has a largely red box and the other has a largely blue
box. Same with soda pop. Same with car insurance. It's no accident
we see Crest & Colgate, Coke & Pepsi, StateFarm & Allstate. Red and
blue product examples, all day long.
Even though blue is the clear favorite. One color alone doesn't always
look good by itself. Use it as your primary accent color with a
secondary contrasting color. But let's not bore ourselves with a long
discussion on colors and what they mean. Just see for yourself. We just
need a few winning combinations. Again, big companies have already
provided us the answers. So, again we can just copy (or emulate) what
works. The colorful images below tell it best.

Image Source: http://www.ufunk.net/en/design/psychology-of-color/

Image Source: https://blog.bufferapp.com/the-science-of-colors-in-marketing-why-isfacebook-blue

Image Source: https://blog.bufferapp.com/the-science-of-colors-in-marketing-why-isfacebook-blue

Logos
A quick word about logos. I include logos in the 'color' discussion. This
may seem odd to you at first, but it's backed up by science. Color is
what is most important. Not the logo. For our purposes, we are not
trying to design a logo for a billion-dollar brand. We are trying to get a
salespage live and looking good. So then let's focus on what's most
important, the copy and the color. Let the logo be simple, functional,
and not a long diversion of your time and energy.

If you need a logo, look at some of the example corporate logos and
pick the one to help set the right mood for your product offer. Don't
overthink this. You don't need a perfect logo. Find one as inspiration,
then hire a designer off fiverr for $5. Or create it yourself. Here's the
reality: Most people don't care about your logo. So you shouldn't
either. As long as it's not ugly, it's probably good enough. Just use it to
help set the mood and not distract people. Logos don't really help you
sell much, they just may make you look unprofessional if it's a badly
done logo. So keep it simple. A letter. Or a name spelled out. Add the
color you want. And be done with it. The goal here is not to get
sidetracked with logo design. This is a huge time waster for many
people. The goal is to get your salespage up and converting. So
understand a logo is just one minor piece of the equation. It's really
not that important. The 4 essential design elements of color copy fonts
and graphics are much more important.
Now, back to....
Color
Because people are predictable, color often creates a predictable
response with your visitors. So understand the typical, and almost
universal, responses people have with colors. Yes, there are cultural
variances, but generally speaking you're safe with these basic
correlations. If, for example, you're selling a product in Islamic
countries, then probably avoid green. It's their holy color, so be careful.
Here's an interesting article on the meanings and cultural relevance of
colors. http://www.empower-yourself-with-color-psychology.com/cultural-color.html
And here's a short-hand guide to colors in most western countries:
Red - excitement, danger, stop, love
Blue - trust, competence, professional
Green - go, money, financial, environment
Yellow - bright, happy, attention, gold (precious metal)

Orange - action, confidence
Grey - calm, balanced
Rarely, should you use brown or purple on a salespage. Most people
stick with red, blue, green accent colors. Again primary colors, because
they're the easiest to see and understand. And most salespages want to
get a visitor's attention fast. However, there are some products and
services which it's fine to use a less popular color. You just have to
match your color to your subject matter. Here's a few examples:

Image Source: https://blog.bufferapp.com/the-science-of-colors-in-marketing-why-isfacebook-blue

Once you have your primary accent color, if you want a secondary
accent color to use for the 'buy now' buttons, or just to add some

variety to your salespage, it's best to choose colors that contrast. And
here's some examples of contrasting colors:

Image Source: https://blog.bufferapp.com/the-science-of-colors-in-marketing-why-isfacebook-blue

And a simplified version:

Image Source: http://www.socialmediatoday.com/content/color-psychology-marketingcomplete-guide

So, bottom line: If you had to pick the safest color scheme for a
salespage it would be an offwhite or grey background, with black fonts,
a blue primary accent color, and red attention getters. But most
combinations of blue and green with moderate use of red works fine.
It's important the 'buy now' button be the opposite or completely
different looking color from your primary accent color so it's stands out
from the rest of the salespage. Both examples below look good. But
the red button version on the right performed better by converting
more visitors. It contrasted more.

Image Source: http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/20566/TheButton-Color-A-B-Test-Red-BeatsGreen.aspx#sm.0015lmi8h125xdewprg1ivtx6xhl8

Blue, green and red works best. That said, there are many great looking
pages using accent colors of purple, yellow and orange too. You can do
it. Just don't go crazy with it. Regardless of color, don't ever make the
entire background of your salespage one bright solid color, unless it's
offwhite. It feels flooded. Also colored backgrounds make it too hard
to read fonts clearly on a screen. You want to make your text easy to
read, easy to see the main headlines and bullet points, and easy to click
the 'buy now' button. I don't recommend ever using full white #FFFFFF
as the background, because it's too bright and causes eye strain. Also,
it's best to not use full black #000000 for fonts because it also causes a
bit of eye strain. It's best to use a slightly toned down black like a very
dark grey.
Now that you know how color helps create mode and tone, which
colors people prefer, and how to use colors respectfully, use these
techniques to your advantage when designing your salespage. Again,
colors are key, probably the second most important element after copy.
Colors help your audience get comfortable with your product or service.
Pick the color to help trigger the emotional response you want, and
encourage visitors to buy. Use bright contrasting colors as accents to
draw the eye to specific points you want to give attention to, like the
'buy now' button or your optin form. But, overdo color by using too
much of it, and you weaken the effect of drawing attention.
Fonts
Fonts should always be easy to read. Make the size large enough for
people to see easily. Unless it's the footer or legalese, like terms and
conditions, I never go below 14pts on a webpage. Often I make the
headline 50pts or more. Sub headlines about 30-40pts, bullet points

about 25pts, and text 14-16pts sometimes even 18pts. Know your
audience, millenials and seniors both prefer larger fonts. Middle age
folks vary depending upon the niche. For more professional looking
sites and salespages using a smaller font is ok, even preferred because
it looks more serious. The more saleslike or relaxed the audience is, it's
fine to use a bit larger font size.
Fonts are an easy way to help create mood and connect with your
visitors. Basically you want your target audience to feel comfortable
with your font. So stick with fonts most people associate with the
subject matter of your product/service. And if your audience is
primarily men, it's ok to use fonts with sharp edges and 90 degree
angles. If it's primarily women visitors, then it's ok to use fonts with
more rounded edges and softer angles, like serifs and script.
Here's an example. OPEN SANS Extra Bold is a good font for men. It's
got harder edges and fairly wide proportion. It looks sturdy. Men like
that. Lora Regular is softer, thinner, with more rounded edges, and
women like that.

Here's some examples of using fonts to help make your audience feel
comfortable by using a font which is often associated with a particular
subject matter. I show you the font as a headline, and give a
complimentary font for Sub Headlines and paragraph text too.

Recommended Fonts:
Source Sans Pro + Open Sans

These are safe multipurpose fonts. Good to use if you're not sure what
else to use. These are all-around easy fonts for both men and women
of all ages, and for use on a variety of subjects and niches. Perhaps the
only drawback is the slightly boring appearance, especially when using
all caps.

Open Sans Extra Bold + PT Sans Narrow

This time try Open Sans Extra Bold as the headline. It looks great if you
don't want to use all caps. I like it better as normal case. Then use PT
Sans Narrow for an all caps sub headline for some variation. These
fonts still have universal appeal and utility, but with a little extra style,
that is still professional and subtle.

Libre Baskerville Bold + Libre Baskerville

Got an ebook to promote? Here's the perfect font to invite the reader
to keep reading. Or if you want to bring a classic look to your website
or salespage, without looking Times New Roman old school, then Libre
Baskerville is your go-to font. It's so versatile you could just use this
one font by itself. Bold it for headlines. Do all caps or italics to add
variation and emphasize key points, while still looking truly
professional. You might add a little extra line spacing, or increase
paragraph size to optimize readability. As you can see the default
paragraph text spacing looks a little too close.

Cinzel Bold + Cinzel

Cinzel looks great for magazine style websites, blogs and ads.
Especially if you have some nice pictures in the background. Tending
towards women, Cinzel works for cuisine, cars, jewelry, fashion, indie,
etc by adding sophistication to your headlines. Partner it with lora, and
you're good to go.

Raleway Black + Raleway Bold

This is my current favorite font for salespages. It's trendy yet
accommodating. Raleway can be super thin and light (which I didn't
show here), or heavy and black (which is shown). Tending towards men
it's super easy to read, reminiscent of sports or industry; and yet, with
the super then options it lightens up considerably. Because of the
many options in weight, it's easy to do the whole salespage or website
with just Raleway. Add thinner options and some italics and you almost
think it's a different font. Yet it all works together giving you some
excitement, but still allows you to be serious. Like a great sports coat,
it's casual yet professional.

Abril Fatface Bold + Abril FatFace Italic

Abril fatface is contemporary version of the classic Bodoni style
magazine font. Many consider it one of the more beautifully designed
fonts ever created. Although I'm not the biggest fan, admittedly it is a
very widely used font style, especially in publications. It adds timeless
sophistication to your project, and best suited for anything you want to
add a touch of nostalgia too. Some audiences, especially older
generations and viewers outside the U.S. give this type of font more
credence, probably because of it's resemblance to newspaper typeface.
A few trendy & notable fonts
There are so many new fonts out there. And hundreds available for free
as Google fonts, that we can't possibly discuss them all. The examples
above should give you a few to work with in almost any situation, but
here's a few more worth mentioning. Just filter google.com/fonts by
handwriting or thickness and you can find some interesting new
choices.

Pacifico invites us to sit back and chill with a cold one. Monoton gets
us moving with the music. Can you feel it? And Tradewinds harkens us
to join in on the adventure! I hope you see how fonts help create mood
and tone. Now, it's easier than ever to find just the right font.
All these font examples are free Google fonts. So anyone can use them.
You don't need to buy fonts, unless you just have a real good reason to
do so. Most salespages will look great with these fonts, regardless of
the browser. And these cover most situations and niches just fine. You
can find them all at google.com/fonts. Just select the one/s you want,
click 'use' and download. Then just right click (on a pc) and install.
Now you can use them in most any text editor including Microsoft
Word, Google Docs, even Adobe software.
Now that you have a selection of fonts proven to work, you can get to
work. You don't need to spend a lot of time with fonts. Now you know
what to use and in what circumstances to better connect with your
audience and help your visitors feel comfortable buying from you.
Graphics
Lastly on our discussion of the 4 essential elements to a salespage is
graphics. And yes, graphics also includes videos too. Think of graphics
as word pictures. A picture is worth a thousand words. So make sure
you pick the right thousand words.

Don't just put up graphics because you want to fill in space. Graphics
should never distract or confuse your visitor. Only choose a graphic if it
helps create the emotion and reaction you want.
You want your message to come through quickly. Graphics can do that,
but only if you use graphics that accentuate your message. If a graphic
is vague or confusing, it distracts from your message, and so it's best
not to use it. If you have the right graphic though, it can definitely help
create the mood you want with an injection of powerful imagery
straight to the brain. Like colors, graphics trigger emotional reactions
too. And they can be a powerful subconscious motivator to help a
visitor take action. But use this power respectfully. If you insult, shock
or confuse your audience with a bad graphic, they likely will not read
your text, and just discount your salespage. So you can easily loose
people with graphics. Don't fall in love with a graphic. It's just a tool,
and not a guarantee.
Sometimes there's a fine line between a good graphic and a bad
graphic. I read somewhere that the NSA trains it's agents to spot
counterfeit U.S. currency by having them spend hours and hours closely
examining real currency. Why? Because the more familiar they are
with the authentic, the easier it is to spot a fake. Keep this in mind
when you consider your choices for graphics. And ask yourself: "What
is it that's authentic about a graphic that works so well?" Usually you
find that the graphic paints a word picture that accurately
communicates the message of the advertiser. The picture captured just
the right emotion on the people's faces. The scene conjured up the
perfect emotional response. The statistic was spot on, driving the point
home. The joke was delivered at just the right time. Whether sad,
funny, informative or angry, a good graphic pours gasoline on emotion.
It fires us up. It motivates us to take action.
If you're a little new to thinking about graphics this way, then spend
some time noticing the advertisers' emotional intent with TV ads. Don't
just sit there with a bag of chips, think about how the pictures (or

videos) help create the emotions the advertisers wants. Look at
magazines and do the same thing. The more you closely examine TV
and magazine ads, the faster you'll identify what emotion is being
implied. Ads in major magazines and TV channels cost big bucks.
Brands hire expensive ad agencies to pull their hair out coming up with
the perfect ad for the brand. So the ads you see in magazines and on
TV are usually top quality and highly effective. And you can develop a
better taste and feel for what's a good ad and, more importantly, why it
works well. Then you can apply this insight into picking out the right
graphics for your salespages.
Yes, most graphics on salespages are purchased. You can create your
own pictures and images, but most do not. It's too much work. And
there's a huge supply of cost-effective images you can just buy. Just
google 'royalty free pictures' and you'll see what I mean. There's too
many sites like GraphicStock and Getty to discuss. And there's just as
many free image sites which you don't have to pay for. And then
there's Google Images which allows you to search for public domain
and free images. So, it can seem a little overwhelming looking at all
these sites. Then add the usage terms and attribution requirements and
you've wasted hours trying to find the right graphic which is
permissible to use.
So, here's what I suggest. If it's an infographic, then copy it down off
another site, and include the citation/link on your page. You can cite an
image, just like you cite a quote. If you feel that link is distracting, then
hire someone off Upwork or Fiverr to design you an original infographic
based upon the sample you send them. If it's a picture or illustration,
then join a membership at a large site and buy the images you need. I
use Adobe Stock and DepositPhotos all the time. I have memberships
there. This way I don't have to search the entire interwebs. I just
search in one or two sites. And I almost always find plenty of high
quality choices on the topic I need. Sure it costs a little money, but it's
worth it. And it keeps things simpler, helping me get work done faster.

Most graphics can be classified as cartoons, illustrations, pictures and
icons. I almost always use icons. They are pure code so they load fast,
and an easy way to add a little color and variation to illustrate a
concept. Icons are great for 3 or 4 points you want to list and briefly
discuss. Often you see them displayed horizontally across a page.
Cartoons really depend upon your subject matter and audience. I have
used cartoon character images a couple of times. And they should
really only be used if you want your audience to have a light, casual,
feel-good experience on your site. Cartoons are almost never fitting for
a professional or serious salespage, but they can be great for
interjecting a little humor or surprise. Just make sure you buy a set of
cartoons so they are all by the same artist and look similar to bring
consistency to your salespage. Illustrations are great for infographics.
They can communicate a lot of various details in picture form. Often
you see infographics on salespages with a lot of little details which may
be too boring if just written out. So infographics allow you to add color
and variety, keeping your salespage interesting to the visitor. Pictures
are used most often. I use them all the time. Less is more. A few wellsuited photos can really create tone and mood effectively. Rarely have
I done a site or salespage without some kind of picture, whether a
photo, or a photo blended with some text. You probably see this a lot
too. Many salespages have a photo in the background or off to one
side, with a main point or headline text overlayed.
Videos
A lot of people want to jump into a video first thing when thinking
about a salespage. However, videos should be used only if planned out
well. Yes, people like to watch videos, but only if it's good. The
fascination with videos is over. Now, people don't want to waste time
listening to a long poorly made video waiting for it to get to the point.
And most people, unless they are really interested, stop the video
around the 1 minute mark. Therefore, only make a video if you craft it
well enough to deserve people's time. Many salespages are effective
enough without a video. If the product or service is simple enough to

understand, and your salescopy is good, then why do a video? If
however, your product or service is more technical or needs a
demonstration, then a video is a good idea. And you see this a lot with
technology and software salespages.
Videos can be one of the big hurdles, both in time and cost, for
salespage development. If you want to do a video, then find a
competitor's salespage video you can use as a template. Just like copy,
a video is a lot easier when you use someone else's for inspiration.
There are a few major categories of videos most often used: Narrated
text, live actors, kinetic typography, and broadcast-style commercials.
Narrated text is probably the easiest for most people to do themselves.
It's simple enough to do using Final Cut Pro or Camtasia. You write out
the script. You take plain backgrounds and add a small amount of text
on a slide, and one slide at a time narrate your salescopy. Live actor
videos give people the most apprehension. If you're not well rehearsed
in front of the camera, then don't do your own video. Just hire a video
spokesperson off Fiverr. I've used several folks off Fiverr, and they've
done a great job. As long as you pick a spokesperson who has a lot of
client videos, then you should be fine, knowing you have a practiced
professional working for you. Kinetic typography videos are similar to
narrated text, but here the text is animated and moves in and out of the
slide in creative ways. These videos are becoming very popular
because they give the visitor a more interesting, often entertaining,
experience. Once you have your transcript written out, then hire a
person off Fiverr who does Adobe After Effects kinetic typography
videos. They often have templates ready to go, and if they don't, you
can buy a great After Effects template off of VideoHive. Broadcast-style
commercials are often the most expensive videos because they require
a videographer to shoot footage or require the purchase of stock videos.
Either way you're going to need an experienced Final Cut Pro or Adobe
Premiere Pro engineer to get it cut and mixed right. Also, some people
use cartoon videos and drawing hand videos, but I recommend you
don't. Cartoons require a top tier animator to pull it off. And drawing

hand videos are just a fad. Personally I think they are cheesy, and the
fascination will fade quickly, if it hasn't already. Finally, background
music and logo animation inside the video can be a nice touch. It's
really up to you and your budget if you want to use these effects. Since
videos are the hardest to get right, the music and animations need to
feel good to your visitors or you ruin the whole experience. It's like
dancing. You can have all the steps right, and still look awkward.
Bottom line: If you do a video, do it right; or don't do it at all. There's
no sense going to the trouble if you're not committed to seeing it
through professionally. But if you do, a video is a powerful sales tool
that can help convert your visitors into buyers.

Salespage layout
The easiest way to start laying out your salespage is to begin with a
targeted or provocative question? The human mind has a hard time
ignoring a question, because the mind immediately seeks to find an
answer. Questions are a great way to quickly capture a visitor's
attention. Those who are interested will keep reading. Questions also
help to quickly filter out which visitors are your prospects to buy, and
which visitors are not your prospects. You want to only try and sell
people which are your prospects. You can't sell everyone, so you must
narrow it down by targeting only those people who need your solution
now. You can't sell a sandwich to a guy that's not hungry. So a
question identifies those visitors who have a need now, and filters out
those who don't.
If you've already answered the 7 magic questions, then you probably
already have a good provocative question to use as your headline.
Then just follow up your headline with a strong supporting statement
which begins to answer the question for people, and let's them know
they should keep reading because you have the solution for them. And
this is a natural place to include a sales video, if you use a video. And
we'll discuss this in more detail further below.

Next, you want to start the bulk or meat of your copy. I call it the body
copy. It's your reasons why people should buy from you. It can be as
simple as listing your bullet points. Or, it can be written out in more
detail. If you choose to write out more detail, I suggest you use the
story technique. People love stories. They want to find out what
happens. When presented with a story or conflict, people like to have a
resolution or happy ending. Again, because people are predictable. So
most successful salespages use the story technique because it is
conversational, relatable, non-threatening, and invites them to keep
reading to see what happens. Just like any good movie, people are
often just curious and before they know it are drawn into the storyline.
The typical salespage story is one you've probably seen many times,
whether you realized it or not. It begins with Mr. or Mrs. Average Joe
who used to have this big problem. But after trial and error, or a lot of
time and effort searching, they finally found the answer. And now they
are so happy to have solved their problem, they are gracious enough to
share it with you. Sound familiar? It's the same basic story used over
and over again. And why? Because you can relate to this. It's human.
We all have problems. We all have sought long and hard for answers.
And we all appreciate it when another kind-hearted person takes the
time to share a solution with us, that can help us. Next thing we know
we are practically begging for the chance to buy, and then thanking
them profusely for the solution. OK, maybe that's exaggerating a bit,
but you see the technique right? And now you understand why this
technique works well. That's why so many salespages use it. And the
next time you look at a salespage you may see it in use, and realize
exactly what the promoter is doing. That's OK, you can use it too, and
on your salespage.

Here are the 7 basic components to a salespage:
1. Headline - often a provocative question which grabs attention
2. Sub headline - a strong supporting statement which previews a
solution is coming, and that they should keep reading. (Optional video
here too)
3. Body copy - list bullet points, tell your story, or both
4. Solution - briefly list or describe the solution, and how good they'll
feel
5. Buy now - include the 'buy now' button and easy payment method
Optional:
6. Testimonies - offer social proof your solution works
7. Scarcity - a time limit or product limit which encourages purchasing
now or risk being left out
Now that you have worked through answering your questions,
understanding your audience, and picking the colors and fonts, laying
out the salespage is actually the easiest part. Just put down your 5-7
basic components, outlined above, in that order on your page. It's ok to
write out and format this as text first, and then go back and add any
color accents and graphics. Keep it simple. Resist any urge to make it
too flashy, especially in the beginning. You want your message clearly
connecting with your audience. Once you drive a little traffic and see if
you're getting conversions, then go back and add in a few graphics if
you feel it's necessary.
You don't need testimonials and scarcity when you are first testing and
tweaking your salespage. However, it is a good idea to add these

components once you know your basic salespage is working, because
these should improve your conversion rate even more. The easiest way
to get testimonials is simply to ask your early customers for a positive
testimonial. Just ask. And notice, this is different from answering
questions, complaints, or even requesting general feedback. Ask
specifically for what you want--a positive testimonial to use on your
salespage. Most people like it when you ask for their opinion. It makes
them feel important. Just tell them you want their positive opinions
and experience because you wish to share this on your salespage. If
people know you are going to be quoting them on a public site, they are
more likely to prepare nicer more generous remarks. If strokes their
ego to know they may be featured on your site, and perhaps helping
other people too. That's enough for most people. As long as your
product/service is good, then have no fear. People will gladly share
positive testimonials with you without any further inducement or bribe.
Don't ever pay for testimonials. Not only do you invite potential legal
problems, but you are missing the point and making it harder than it
really is. Just asking people is a lot easier, and it's genuine. One caveat
here, is it's ok to offer a lower launch price or special early bird price,
letting people know on your salespage that the 'buy now' button price
is only for early adopters who are trying out your product/service with
the knowledge they will be asked for testimonials. That's perfectly fine.
This technique of offering an early discount to gather testimonials is
used a lot, and if communicated plainly, is not unethical.
You may have seen a countdown timer on some salespages. This is
hardcore scarcity at work. And it's very effective for creating a sense of
urgency. Use it if you want. Opinions vary, just know some people hate
being put in the 'hot seat' like this. Some people don't want to feel like
they just stepped foot onto a used car lot. There are many countdown
timer scripts and plugins you can add to the very top or insert near the
'buy now' button on your salespage. Feel free to test this out.
Alternatively, a softer way to add scarcity is by stating a time limit, like
72 hours for this special sale pricing. Or, just give the date the sale
ends, like the end of the week/month. Scarcity lets visitors know they

must make a decision before the sale ends if they want this better price.
It's a simple causation technique. We learn this as kids. If you take out
the trash or clean your room, you can have a cookie. The reward or
benefit is conditional upon your specific action. Adults are no different.
Give them a reward so they don't procrastinate and forget. People are
predictable and respond better with soft sale deadlines. Buy now
before the deal expires. That's why everyone from retail stores, to car
makers, to cell phone carriers offer limited-time scarcity sales every
single day of our lives.
Another way to add scarcity is by using 'items' instead of 'time.' It's not
time scarcity, it's item scarcity. We see this with bonuses or upgrades
for the first 50 customers. Or even just 'quantities limited;' so buy this
before we run out. Retail stores do this all the time. Their printed ad
always has small print at the bottom like 'quantities vary by zip code,'
or 'limited to stock on hand,' or even just 'quantities limited.' People
rush to the store early to make sure they can get that item for that
price. Black Friday anyone? This is easy to do on your salespage too.
Offer a price discount or addon bonuses for the next 'x' number of
customers. That's it. People know what this means. They've already
been trained by the retail stores. It brings a sense of urgency to their
buying decision by offering them an incentive to buy now. Many times
they will want to be one of the lucky customers to get your bonus.
Bonuses drive conversions. So give them a bonus, and you'll end up
receiving an even bigger bonus :)
Final thoughts
You now have simple but effective methods and techniques to design a
great performing salespage. Here's a few extra tips to enhance what
we've discussed.
Do a gut check. When you have your salespage almost ready to go live,
leave it alone for a day. Come back after a good night's sleep with a
fresh set of eyes. Try to look at your salespage as if you were a first

time visitor. What do you see? What is your first impression. Listen to
your gut, not your head. And most importantly, how do you feel? Does
your salespage get your attention? Does it invite you to keep reading?
Does it motivate you emotionally to buy? Does it satisfy any concerns
or doubts you might have about buying? If so, you're ready to launch.
If not, then ask yourself why? What's missing? Look over our methods
and techniques again. Perhaps you missed something. And if your not
sure, feel free to reach out to me. I consult clients on these matters all
the time. Depending upon my current workload, I'm happy to help. My
rates are reasonable, and my advice well experienced.
Make sure you have plenty of empty space on your salespage.
Sometimes called whitespace, you want your reader to have some room
to easily read and understand your message. If you put elements
together too closely or with inconsistent dimensions your page will
look cluttered, feel awkward, or just look unprofessional.
Think about incorporating an email autoresponder service into your
payment/checkout process. Many payment processors are compatible
with popular services such as Aweber, Constant Contact, or Mailchimp.
Adding buyers or optins to your email list is a great way to bring visitors
back to your salespage. Even with a great salespage, many times
people don't buy on the first visit, and need a reminder to come back.
Email reminders improve your results dramatically. And, if you have
more than one salespage or offer, this is a way to get repeat buyers. If
they bought one product/service from you, they're likely to buy again
because they already trust you. As long as your first product/service is
good, then it's easier for them to buy a second time.
Conclusion
I hope you see by now that salespages don't have to be hard. In fact,
when you break it down into the simplest essential elements, as we
have just done, it's fairly easy to produce your own killer salespage
which consistently converts your visitors into sales. And you can do

this with almost any product or service in almost any niche over and
over again. With these simple and proven techniques you now can get
predictable results just like professional copywriters.
Now you know:
-How to leverage time-tested psychological triggers to motivate your
audience to buy from you.
-How to solve most, if not all, of your salespage issues with simple
quick methods.
-How to create the right mood and generate a specific emotional
response from your visitors.
-How to get plenty of positive testimonials as convincing social proof to
support your product or service.
-The specific differences between a lousy salespage and a great
salespage.
-Powerful techniques to predictably keep the right people on your
salespage and get them interested in buying from you.
Now you know, you don't have to get lucky to get lots of sales. You
now have a proven toolset to convert visitors into sales like magic. All
that's needed now is for you to take action with what you've learned.
The best way to experience the results you want is to put these
methods and techniques into practice for yourself. I believe you can.
And I wish you all the success in the world!
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